
Basic Benchmarks for Having a Successful Denali Ascent 

There are generally opportunities to practice technical skills on the glacier, but prior to advancing up the 
mountain, each climber must demonstrate a minimum level of mastery of certain techniques. Each stretch of 
the West Buttress has specific hazards, skill requirements, and objectives unique to the terrain you will 
encounter. The lower glacier affords some time to work on skills during the initial days of the climb, but 
before moving to the 14,200' Advanced Base Camp, each team member must demonstrate the following: 

• The physical conditioning necessary to move appropriately and efficiently through steep and often 
hazardous terrain. 

• The ability to perform basic personal maintenance (clothing selection, application of sunscreen/lip 
balm, hydration, eating, hygiene), with minimal outside guidance. 

• A high degree of familiarity with the appropriate use and function of your clothing and equipment, 
also with minimal outside assistance. 

• Demonstrate a high degree of familiarity with basic mountaineering techniques such as the rest step, 
French Technique, front pointing, running belays, and roped glacier travel techniques. 

• Exhibit a willingness and ability to be a team member, meaning that each climber must help establish 
camps, and carry a fair share of the group loads. 

• The ability to move between camps at a reasonable pace. This is, of course, highly subjective, but 40-
plus years of institutional knowledge has shown us that there are some average times that it takes to 
move between camps in good conditions. You can add a bit of time for tough trail breaking or rough 
conditions. For example: 

o "Single carrying" from Base Camp to the 7,800’ Camp in good conditions should take about 
4-5 hours. 

o 7,800’ Camp to the 11,000’ Camp should take about 6-7 hours. 
o Carrying around Windy Corner to 13,700' and back to 11,000’ should take between 6-7 

hours round-trip. 

Take time at the 14,200’ Camp to review the use of ascenders on fixed lines, and on passing “running belays.” 
Those skills are generally not used below the Headwall, which climbs from 15,600’ to 16,200’. After a bit of 
review, before moving up to High Camp at 17,200’, each climber must demonstrate everything listed above, 
plus: 

• The ability to efficiently use an ascender and negotiate the fixed lines with gloves or mittens when 
carrying loads up to the ridge above 16,200’. 

• The capacity to maintain an average time (in good conditions) of carrying up the fixed lines to a 
cache site at 16,400’ (+/-) and returning to the 14,200’ Camp, in an average round-trip between 6-8 
hours. 

After arriving at High Camp, you will have a lot of hard work to establish your camp before retiring to your 
tents. Often, teams will take a rest day after moving to the 17,200’ level. If the weather permits, you might be 
able to work on skills during that rest day, but it is hard to absorb instruction at 17,200 feet. Before 
attempting the summit, climbers must demonstrate everything listed above, plus: 

• The ability to pass running belays with thick gloves and mittens, as you’ll pass dozens of snow pickets 
en route to and from the summit. 

• The physical conditioning necessary to help carry personal gear and group summit-day equipment. 
• The physical capacity to maintain an average pace of 7-8 hours en route to High Camp, because 

summit day could easily take 12-plus hours round-trip. 


